PREVENT COVID-19!!
CRUSH BEHAVIOUR BASED SAFETY!!
NO TO PESTICIDES!!

WORLD WORKERS MEMORIAL DAY
APRIL 28
ON THIS DAY WE FIGHT FOR THE LIVING AS WE SOLEMNLY REMEMBER THE
DEPARTED, THE MAIMED AND THE SICK DUE TO PREVENTABLE WORKPLACE
HAZARDS!
EMPLOYERS PUT COVID-19 AT BAY!! AWAY FROM OUR WORKPLACES!! AWAY
FROM OUR COMMUNITIES!! SECURE OUR LIVES AND LIVELIHOODS!! NO TO
GENDER BASED VIOLENCE!!
AWAY WITH BEHAVIOUR BASED SAFETY!!
DOWN WITH ORGANOPHOSPHATE AND PARAQUAT

DEMANDS
EMPLOYER COMBAT COVID-19 BY PROVIDING:
• Sufficient potable water
• Sanitizers
• Masks that fit properly men and women faces
• Sex segregated Sanitation facilities
• Appropriate PPE that fit properly men and women bodies
• Respect physical distancing measures
• Disinfected transportation

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS are essential to ALL of us yet they work in POOR
CONDITIONS!! The conditions HAVE to be IMPROVED!!
EMPLOYERS must take MEASURES to PROTECT FARM WORKERS Health
and Safety, while they produce FOOD for ALL of us during the pandemic.